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Northeast milk supplies are available for bottling/balancing milk 
demands. Class I sales are stable. Class III plants are working through 
healthy milk volumes for strong cheese production. Balancing plants 
are running on full schedules. Mid-Atlantic milk production is level 
in the region. Strong milk supplies are clearing to bottlers. Southeast 
milk managers report milk cuts/add-ons have calmed down a bit 
compared to recent pressures from winter storms in parts of the 
country. Bottling demand is strong. Market participants report Class I 
operations are soaking up milk and filling their pipelines. There are 
little to no milk loads clearing to balancing in the Southeast. In 
Florida, milk output has reached its peak. Class I sales are fairly 
strong. Bottlers continue to request additional milk loads for their 
immediate needs. There are some reports milk demands are 
outweighing available haulers/trucks in some areas of the region. 
Market participants report milk pipelines should return to normal/full 
levels this week. Cream markets have firmed in the region. There is a 
healthy pull from seasonal, cream-based manufacturers for cream 
supplies. Some buyers are purchasing cream loads around the low to 
mid $1.20s this week. Butter makers continue to receive stable milk/
cream supplies. Some manufacturers are working through heavy 
condensed skim supplies. Condensed skim markets are generally 
steady.  
 
The DMN February average for Northeast Class II cream was 
$1.5804, compared to $1.5974 a month ago.  
 
The DMN February monthly average for Northeast Class II 
condensed skim was $0.5000, compared to $0.5263 a month ago.  
 
Northeastern U.S., F.O.B. Condensed Skim 
Price Range - Class II; $/LB Solids:                                    0.40 - 0.60  
Price Range - Class III; $/LB Solids:                                  0.55 - 0.70  
 
Northeastern U.S., F.O.B. Cream 
Multiples Range - All Classes:                                     1.1500 - 1.2600  
Price Range - Class II; $/LB Butterfat:                        1.7089 - 1.8724  

 
 
 
 

MIDWEST 
 
 
Some estimates of the milk losses from the winter storm were relayed 
to Dairy Market News. Depending on the source, they ranged from 
thousands to millions of pounds of disposed milk, respectively. 
Fortunately, most cows survived and milking continued, even though 
processing, in areas, had significant operational gaps at some plants. 
Plant managers, from bottlers to balancing plants, are now working 
through their depleted pipelines and contacts say things could be in a 
much better place by the end of this week. Bottling in other parts of 
the region picked up some on the retail side. Cheesemakers are 
purchasing spot milk at similar discounts to last week, although a 
number of Class III producers suggested taking fewer calls from milk 
suppliers this week. In fact, some were expecting price increases due 
to the limited amount of spot offers available to their respective 
plants. Cream availability was steadily available for all uses. The 
effect of the winter storms has kept cream multiples in check. But 
with spring weather making its debut in areas of the region, also 
spring holiday staples like dips and cream cheese being actively 
produced, there are some expectations of upcoming tightness. Winter 
wheat conditions across the southern plains are in question following 
the duration of the cold from mid to late February.  
 
 

Time is needed to tally the damage done by winterkill, particularly to 
areas that were already in drought conditions and had little to no snow 
cover when the freezes began.  
 
Price Range - Class III Milk; $/CWT; Spot Basis:             -7.00 - -2.00 
Trade Activity: Slow  
 
The DMN monthly average of the range price series for Upper 
Midwest Class II cream during February was $1.6328, compared to 
$1.6620 in January.  
 
Midwestern U.S., F.O.B. Cream 
Multiples Range - All Classes:                                      1.1400 - 1.2400 
Price Range - Class II; $/LB Butterfat:                         1.7832 - 1.8426 
Multiples Range - Class II:                                            1.2000 - 1.2400 
 
 
 
 

WEST 
 
 
California milk production is steady to slightly higher than this time 
last year but following seasonality. Industry contacts report that 
spring flush feels earlier than usual, and there is some concern that 
this may translate into a longer flush. With customers at capacity and 
outlets limited, milk production is surpassing current demand. Class I 
and II sales remain steady. As the days warm up and the nights stay 
cool, Arizona milk production continues to increase. Cow comfort is 
almost optimal. Manufacturing has been pulling heavily on milk 
supplies in advance of upcoming sales. Industry contacts say limited 
amounts of milk are coming into the state, and they are having no 
issues with balancing. In New Mexico, last week’s challenges are 
getting sorted out. Milk production is returning to seasonal patterns 
and milk processors and haulers are mostly back online. In a few 
pockets of the region, the industry is contending with water issues or 
other lingering effects from the winter storms several weeks ago. 
Milk haulers saw an increase in orders from processors as pipelines 
refilled. Pacific Northwest milk production is steady. The hauling 
issues from the last few weeks have mostly subsided, and weather 
that is favorable to cow comfort is returning. Milk processors say that 
milk and cream are readily available. Bottlers are making steady pulls 
on milk volumes. In the mountain states of Idaho, Utah and Colorado 
there is still plenty of milk to buy if needed. There are spot loads of 
milk in Idaho at $4.50 under Class IV regularly and some milk is 
finding its way into surrounding states. Industry contacts say spot 
loads of condensed skim milk were limited this week. A few milk 
handlers said they had customers looking for a few extra loads. 
Western cream is abundant and even growing in availability. This 
contrasts with the challenge of finding trucks, which is resulting in 
some hauling snags. Multiples remain low and butter makers are 
choosing to keep churns active rather than selling off cream. Contacts 
suggest ice cream manufacturing is active. 
 
Western U.S., F.O.B. Cream 
Multiples Range - All Classes:                                      1.0000 - 1.2100  
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EAST 

FLUID MILK AND CREAM 


